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Hey there,

I’m Nat Amoore and I’m
an author, pod-caster,
tree-climber and allround bucket
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Role Model Competition
For your chance to win one of 25 book prize packs (10 titles
in each), please read the front page of your Books in Homes
Catalogue and answer the following questions:
1. Who is our Role Model this term?
2. What does our Role Model do as a career?
3. What were the names of our Role Model’s kangaroo
and donkey?
4. What book by Gillian Rubenstein inspired our Role
Model to run away and join a circus?
5. What is the name of the author whose books our
Role Model read ten times over until the pages
were all ratty and the covers falling off?

books to come

Bonus Question
6.	What scrumptious food would inspire
you to write and illustrate a book?
Please add a funny drawing of your
favourite scrumptious food.
Make sure you also write:
1. Your full name
2. The school you attend
3. The class you are in
4. How old you are.
Good Luck!
Please send your entries by 29 May 2020 to:
Books in Homes Australia
Role Model Competition
PO Box 647, Botany NSW 1455

Books kindly donated
by Scholastic.

Thank you to all our sponsors...
WESTERN
PORT
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1. Wandering Star
A magical story of two
best friends.

2. The Midnight Possum
The midnight possum
bravely goes searching
for a little lost possum.

3. What the Fluffy
Bunny said to the
Growly Bear
There’s a surprise
party for zebra, but
his friends get the
message mixed up!

4. A Dog’s Tale
A beautiful story of
growing up and facing
the world.

5. Backyard Birds
Celebrating the birds
you can find in your
backyard.

6. Lily and Bear
Grumpy Feet
Lily has woken up with
Grumpy Feet! Can
Bear cheer her up?

7. Jack and the
Beanstalk
What happens when
Jack is given some
magic beans?

8. Me and Moo
A funny story
about having a very
unexpected friend–a
cow!

9. What Are You
Supposed to Be?
What kind of wolf
plays the violin and
eats salad? This kind!

10. The Monster at
the End of This Book
Watch out for the
scary monster at the
end of the book!

11. Little Ted’s Big Heart
Little Ted makes his friends
a big heart to show them
how much he loves them.

12. Nali and Friends #1:
Nali
Join Nali as she takes off
on an adventure around
the world.
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13. How to Build the
Perfect Cubby House
The whole family is
involved to help build
the perfect cubby
house!

14. The Chicken that
Hatched a Cow!
Can Mrs Chicken really
hatch a cow?!

16. The Pocket Dogs
and the Lost Kitten
When Mr Pockets
rescues a kitten, Biff
and Buff have to learn
how to share.
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15. The Eagle Inside
Jimmy feels like the
smallest bird at school
until he discovers his
inner eagle.

Inspired by the celebrated song ‘ The Children Came Back’

17. Who Ate the Cake?
Poor Bob the dog keeps
getting the blame for
eating everything!

21. Let’s Find Fred
Fred the panda is
hiding in all sorts of
different places. Can
you spot him?

18. Our Home,
Our Heartbeat
A celebration of
the culture and
achievements of
Indigenous heroes.

22. World’s Cutest
Kittens in 3D
Check out these cute
kittens in 3D!

19. Somebody
Swallowed Stanley
Stanley is no ordinary
jellyfish, he’s a plastic
bag lost in the ocean.

20. Liarbird.
Lyrebirds are the best
at fibbing and faking,
except this one!

23. Cooee Mittigar:
A Story on Darug
Songlines
A guide to reading the
seasons and respecting
the land.

24. Frozen:
Northern Lights
Can Elsa and Anna
help Little Rock make
it to the ceremony on
time?
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25. Attack of the
Alien Dung!
Secret agents Biskit
and Mitzy kick some
alien butt!

26. Battle with the
Ultra Beast
Ash takes on his first
assignment as an Ultra
Guardian.

27. Wombat, Mudlark
& Other Stories
Tales of different
animals and what can
be learned from them.

28. Ella and Olivia
#25: Reef Explorers
Ella and Olivia are
going snorkelling on
the Great Barrier Reef.

29. WeirDo #14:
Vote WeirDo!
Weir’s running for
class captain, but will
an epic hair disaster
get in the way?

30. Captain Firebeard’s
School for Pirates
Tommy and his friends
are learning to become
pirates.

31. Dirrangun
Two stories about
a powerful woman
connected to Country.

32. Geronimo Stilton
#69: Hug a Tree,
Geronimo
Geronimo buys an
old farm and unlocks
some legendary
secrets.

33. Create Your Own
Spy Mission
A world of action and
adventure where you
decide what happens!

34. Pearl #6: The
Helpful Unicorn
Someone is stuck in
the bog, and it’s up to
Pearl and her friends
to help!

35. Aussie Kids: Meet
Zoe and Zac at the Zoo
Zoe and Zac are two
lucky friends who live
behind a zoo.

36. Sharks: Predators
of the Sea
A spectacular
collection of the
fiercest and weirdest
sharks.
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37. The Apprentice
Witch
Can Arianwyn ever
become a proper
witch and save her
new friends?

38. Sea Horse
Jack and his Dad
discover a sunken
boat with a mysterious
history.

41. R L Stine’s
Monsterville #1: The
Cabinet of Souls
Four friends visit a Hall
of Horrors where their
souls become trapped.

42. Yinti: Desert Cowboy
Yinti experiences both joy
and tragedy as he returns
to the cattle station.

45. Ella Diaries #16:
Gym Squad Tumble
Ella and her class
are doing a special
gymnastics showcase.

46. The Secret of the
Night Train
Can Max catch the
diamond thief aboard
the train?

39. Tom Gates #16:
Mega Make and Do
and Stories Too
School is closed and
Tom and his friends
are looking for
boredom busters!

40. Night Flights
Three short stories
about a future
world with gigantic,
motorised cities.

43. Secrets of a
Schoolyard Millionaire
What would you do if you
found a million dollars in
your backyard?

44. Diary of a
Minecraft Zombie
#11: Insides Out
Zombie has to deal
with one of the
biggest challenges
he’s ever faced!

47. Who Am I?
A young girl’s journey
to find who she is and
where she belongs.

48. Foxcraft #1:
The Taken
A young fox must
journey into the world
of humans to find her
family.

Purnululu Aboriginal Independent
Community School

NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 45
LOCATION: East Kimberley, WA
ABOUT US: At Purnululu School, we
love to read! We are located in the
East Kimberley about 230km west of
Kununurra. Our small community has
a school, houses, a creek and a footy
oval. Our school caters to everyone
up to Year 10. We love getting our
Books in Homes at the end of term
so we can take them home and have
books to enjoy over the holidays!
We love reading to the younger kids
and they enjoy the pictures too.
We thank Savannah Nickel Mine’s
Spread Your Wings Community Fund
for sponsoring us on the Program.
We also thank Books in Homes for
making reading more accessible and
creating lots of fun with a big variety
of exciting books!
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Book Order Form
Full Name

Class

School

Teacher

What a fantastic selection of books you have to choose from!
You will receive three new books from this catalogue, but in
case we are unable to supply one of these books, we ask you
to choose four.

Don’t forget to keep a record of the four books you have
chosen by circling the books in your book catalogue, and
remember to enter our competition on page 2 for your
chance to win some fantastic prizes.

In the boxes below, write the number 1 against your first
book choice, then 2 against your second choice, 3 against
your third choice and 4 against your fourth choice. Once you
have selected all four books and have completed your details
above, please hand your Book Order Form to your teacher.

We hope you enjoy reading your
new books, and remember...

Read to

Succeed!
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1. Wandering Star

25. Attack of the Alien Dung!

2. The Midnight Possum

26. Battle with the Ultra Beast

3. What the Fluffy Bunny said to the Growly Bear

27. Wombat, Mudlark & Other Stories

4. A Dog’s Tale

28. Ella and Olivia #25: Reef Explorers

5. Backyard Birds

29. WeirDo #14: Vote WeirDo!

6. Lily and Bear Grumpy Feet

30. Captain Firebeard’s School for Pirates

7. Jack and the Beanstalk

31. Dirrangun

8. Me and Moo

32. Geronimo Stilton #69: Hug a Tree, Geronimo

9. What Are You Supposed to Be?

33. Create Your Own Spy Mission

10. The Monster at the End of This Book

34. Pearl #6: The Helpful Unicorn

11. Little Ted’s Big Heart

35. Aussie Kids: Meet Zoe and Zac at the Zoo

12. Nali and Friends #1: Nali

36. Sharks: Predators of the Sea
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13. How to Build the Perfect Cubby House

37. The Apprentice Witch

14. The Chicken that Hatched a Cow!

38. Sea Horse

15. The Eagle Inside

39. Tom Gates #16: Mega Make and Do and Stories Too

16. The Pocket Dogs and the Lost Kitten

40. Night Flights

17. Who Ate the Cake?

41. R L Stine’s Monsterville #1: The Cabinet of Souls

18. Our Home, Our Heartbeat

42. Yinti: Desert Cowboy

19 Somebody Swallowed Stanley

43. Secrets of a Schoolyard Millionaire

20. Liarbird

44. Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #11: Insides Out

21. Let’s Find Fred

45. Ella Diaries #16: Gym Squad Tumble

22. World’s Cutest Kittens in 3D

46. The Secret of the Night Train

23. Cooee Mittigar: A Story on Darug Songlines

47. Who Am I?

24. Frozen: Northern Lights

48. Foxcraft #1: The Taken
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How to complete your Book Order Form
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